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Introduction
3D printing is the process
of creating a 3-dimensional
solid object from a digital
3D design. Traditionally
material used to be
removed to manufacture a
part which is known as
subtractive manufacturing.

In 3D printing material is
added in order to
manufacture a desired
part. 3D printing is a
process with wide range of
applications in diverse
fields some of which
include industrial, medical,
aerospace etc.

Popular 3D printing processes

FDM

SLA

FDM printers are equipped with a
nozzle (or nozzles) that melt and
extrude filament material and deposit
an object layer-by-layer according to
a 3D design.

Stereolithography makes use of a liquid plastic
also known as resin as the source material to
form a 3D object layer by layer. Liquid resin is
placed in a container with a transparent bottom
and a UV laser traces the shape layer by layer
solidifying the resin in the process.

Materials

PLA

ABS

PLA material is great for
rapid prototyping but
models made with filament
are comparatively less
durable.

ABS is used when parts
require extra strength. It can
withstands higher
temperatures 212°F
(around 100°C)

Where 3D printing is useful?
Industry

3D printing is a much faster technology for making
prototypes with complex geometry than conventional
methods such as various types of machining.
Stereolithography is best for creating high-quality
prototypes, complex geometrical shapes at a minimal cost.
FDM can be used in the early stages of creating prototypes.

Architecture

3D printing can make the life of architects a lot easier by
creating complex models in few hours which might have
taken days to weeks to complete using conventional
methods.
FDM can be used in the early stages of model building.
SLS gives the best results when you need a model with
finer details. SLS is best used when the models are in the
final stages.

Education
3D printing can benefit students of all ages. Getting used
to this technology will add great value to students of all
domains (Engineering, architecture, arts, design, etc)
where 3D printing is used.
Students below the age of 18 can use FDM with PLA
material as PLA is biodegradable and non-toxic.
Depending on requirements students can choose the
process and material as mentioned above.

3D printing process is most useful when design complexity is higher and
quantity for manufacturing is lower.

Current process of getting CAD design manufactured is highly inefficient and time
consuming, as CAD file require to go through multiple manual process before
manufacturing as shown in below graph.
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With Merudynamics

Why use MeruDynamics
for your 3D printing?
Eliminate Non
Value Added
Time

High Quality
Parts

Fast Turn
Around
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Our instant quoting
engine accurately
gives manufacturing
cost.

We take full
responsibility of
manufacturing
quality.

After one click
payment. We
immediately
begin
manufacturing.

We encrypt your
files on cloud and
have NDA
agreements with
our manufacturing
partners

How does it work?
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Select Manufacturing
Process and Material

Upload CAD
File
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Review Instant
Quote

With above 4 easy steps go to
manufacturing in less than 5 minutes

Get Started

GET INSTANT QUOTE
Or get in touch: support@merudynamics.com
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Pay and go to
manufacturing

